The HSK Program

HSK Cylinders are available through four Programs as follows:

**Level I**

This is our Open Keyway Profile and is available to all Locksmiths, Distributors and Contract Door & Hardware Supply Organizations.

**Level II**

This is a Restricted Keyway Profile sold only to authorized Locksmith Service Centers. The key profile requires a contract and restricts the manner in which keys are cut and for whom they may be cut.

**Level III**

This a Restricted Keyway Profile used for large institutions and government agencies where keys are held in stock by the Agency or customer and replacement key blanks may drop shipped directly from CRP to the customer under signature.

**Level IV**

This a Restricted Keyway Profile used for large institutions and government agencies where keys only may be cut at CRP and shipped directly to the end user, under signature.

Additional information available through our local distributor:

or contact us at Cal-Royal Products, Inc.

- 1-323-888-6601
- 1-323-888-6699
- sales@cal-royal.com
- www.crpsecurities.com

Cal-Royal Products, Inc.
6605 Flotilla Street
City of Commerce, CA 90040
UL High Security Cylinders

Each UL HSK Cylinder Contains:
• Anti Drill Hardened Pins
• Anti Pick Features
• A Locking Side Bar with a full Set of Side pins
• CRP Patented Key Sections and Profiles

UL Cylinders are available in the following:

- Mortise / Rim Combination Cylinder
- Key-In-Knob / Lever Cylinder
- Small Format Interchangeable Core Cylinder (SFIC)
- Large Format Interchangeable Core Cylinder (LFIC)

All cylinders can be purchased separately or installed on Cal-Royal Products locks.

HSK Key Control Cylinders

Each HSK Key Control Cylinder Contains:
• A Locking Side Bar with a full Set of Side pins
• CRP Patented Key Sections and Profiles

HSK Key Control Cylinders are Available in the following:
• Mortise / Rim Combination Cylinders
• Key-In-Knob / Lever Cylinders
• Small Format Interchangeable Core Cylinders (SFIC)
• Large Format Interchangeable Core Cylinders (LFIC)

All cylinders can be purchased separately or installed on Cal-Royal Products locks.

Understanding the UL HSK and HSK Cylinders & Keys

UL-Listed High Security Cylinders are for applications where both key control and physical security are required.

Examples might be for the following:
• Secured File rooms
• Server rooms
• Perimeter Doors
• Phone Equipment / Communication rooms

Key Control Cylinders & Keys

Can be used in varied applications including:
• Businesses who want to assure no unauthorized keys are cut by employees
• Homeowners who have services who need keys
• Government Organizations that want control of master Key Systems and assurance of no unauthorized keys out to their facilities